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When the attrition rate in the program group differs appreciably from the rate in the control group, making inferences is more complicated. Suppose, for instance, that all individuals who "attrit" in the control group found Jobs. Analysis that fails to recognize this would probably produce inflated estimates of the program's effect.
Problems in attrition in field experiments were sufficiently critical to warrant the committee's rejecting over half of them for serious review. This does not always imply that the work was unsal-vageable, merely that resources do not permit determining if the analytic problems engendered by attrition could be resolved. CAVD's differential in rate of interviewing, for instance, is substantial, e.g., 80 percent for the participants and 50 percent for controls. There is no discussion of the potential problems.  There is no attempt to accommodate them in the report at band.  The Vera Institute (Sadd et al.r 1983:18), on the other hand, reported about equal rates of attrition, e.g., "premature dropout was substantial and depended on (program) model," but there are no details.  Interview completion rates are given in the 60 to 84 percent ränge for the program group and in the 60 to 84 percent ränge for the control group.
The Tallmadge and Yuen study of the Career Intern Project is unusual in having tried to accommodate the possible biases due to differential attrition by matching individuals first and then keeping only füll pairs for analysis. For all four sites, they got rates in the 50 to 70 percent ränge.
OIC does no formal analysis of the effect of attrition. Their report does, however, give completion rates and rates at which com-parison groups have access to programs.  They ignore these differences in their analysis or discard controls who did become involved in programs. Nothing is said about cooperation 3 and 8 months after program completion though they give data on each point.
The Project STEADY report is conscientious in providing a table that illustrates the flow and attrition rate at various stages in the experiment (Educational Testing Service, 1981:Table l, p. 26).  It is a shame, however, that no serious statistical/analytic attention was brought to bear on this.
Coupling Experiments to Longitudinal and Panel Studies
Randomized experiments ought to be coupled routinely to longi-tudinal surveys and panel studies. The purposes of this "satellite" policy include calibration of nonrandomized experiments, more general-izable randomized experiments, and better methods for estimating program effects.
Longitudinal surveys based on well-designed probability samples are clearly useful, for science and policy, in understanding how individuals (or institutions) change over time. For example, they avoid the logical traps that cross-sectional studies invite, such äs overlooking cohort effects, in economic, psychological, and other research.
Such studies are, however, often pressed to produce evidence that

